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This agreement is dated 30th December 2022 
 

Supplier Agreement 
 
The Buyer: Con%nental Clothing Co. Ltd 
The Supplier: [xxxx] 
 
 
In view of the fact that the relaConship between the Buyer and the Supplier exists 
conCnuously since [xxxx], this agreement is designed to enhance the relaConship without 
substanCally altering it or upseEng in any way the mutual trust and understanding that has 
been successfully built over the years.  
 
The purpose of this binding agreement is to 

 ensure responsible business pracCces and fairness in implemenCng decent work 
across the supply chain, 

 provide stability to both parCes and commitment to long-term orders, 
 embed financial stability and predictability of business, 
 enable condiCons for workplace dialogue and freedom of associaCon, 
 facilitate human rights due diligence processes. 

 
 
Fair pricing and wages 
 
Both parCes commit to seEng prices in a fair and equitable way, ensuring the prices paid by 
the Buyer cover the full cost of labour, materials, overheads, and a reasonable profit margin 
for the Supplier. 
 
The Supplier agrees to open cosCng processes so that the Buyer can ensure a fair and 
equitable price is agreed before confirming purchase orders. 
 
To facilitate the open cosCng process, both parCes will uClise the Fair Price App “app.fair-
price.org” or a similar system as soon as pracCcally possible. 
 
The Supplier is bound to pay at least the prevailing legal minimum wages and statutory 
benefits, or, if present, the prevailing negoCated wage levels, whether set by trade 
agreements or collecCve bargaining agreements, whichever is the higher. 
 
Both parCes will work towards achieving living wage targets within a reasonable and 
pracCcal Cme frame. 
 
Labour costs should be ringfenced and any price negoCaCons must never negaCvely affect 
the payment of wages. 
 
Under no circumstances should orders be agreed or accepted at below cost of producCon. 
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Reasonable lead %mes 
 
The Buyer will agree a delivery lead Cme at the point of placing the purchase order. The lead 
Cme should be determined by the Supplier in accordance with their producCon cycle and 
planning. The Supplier must ensure that quoted lead Cme or delivery date is reasonable and 
realisCc, and it will not create the need for irregular working hours, excessive or involuntary 
overCme, or sub-contracCng. 
 
The Buyer will acCvely support the Supplier’s producCon planning to ensure stable and 
predictable business for the Supplier. 
 
Confirmed and accepted purchase orders will be binding. Late ordering and last-minute 
changes may be negoCated and mutually agreed only in excepConal circumstances. 
 
 
 
Fair payment terms 
 
The agreed payment terms are: [xxxx] 
 
Regardless of circumstances, there should be no late payments. Any deferred payments 
must be mutually agreed in advance and account for any interest or other costs incurred by 
the Supplier. 
 
The Buyer may not request addiConal discounts aVer the purchase order has been issued 
and accepted by the factory. 
 
The Buyer will aim to minimise fines, penalCes, cost price reducCons or airfreight at 
Supplier’s cost. Any penalCes must be reasonable, mutually agreed upon, based on an 
analysis of root causes and supported by evidence. Grounds for any claims by the Buyer are 
specified in the Supplier Manual and QA System. 
 
Force majeure can only be invoked on mutually agreed upon and legally valid grounds. 
Furthermore, it must respect the transfer of ownership and risks. If there is a force majeure 
event, then costs already incurred by the Supplier will be paid by the Buyer. The payment of 
due wages and severance must be ensured.  
 
Both parCes will comply with the laws and regulaCons to prevent money laundering. 
 
 
 
Supplier evalua%on 
 
While carrying out periodic evaluaCon of the Supplier, the Buyer will consider business 
conduct, performance, and ethical criteria in equal measures. 
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Business conduct factors: openness, trustworthiness and reliability, transparency, 
cooperaCveness, clarity of channels of communicaCon, responsiveness, availability of senior 
management when needed.  
 
Performance factors: quality of product, consistency of producCon, adherence to agreed 
delivery dates, compliance with agreed management systems. 
 
Ethical factors: adherence to the code of labour pracCces, social compliance, environmental 
compliance. 
 
The Buyer’s Responsible Business Conduct Policy, and the Supplier Manual and QA System 
are an integral part of this agreement.  
 
 
 
Support and training 
 
The Buyer will acCvely support the Supplier to meet the requirements of the code of 
conduct. Long-term relaConship offers an important element of support. The Buyer will also 
assist with providing relevant training to the staff and the workforce by way of iniCaCng, 
when required, and parCcipaCng in a training needs assessment, and organising or helping 
to organise appropriate training courses, i.e. through Workplace EducaConal Programmes. 
 
Focus is placed on workforce-management dialogue, freedom of associaCon, worker 
representaCon through democraCcally elected commi]ees, prevenCon of gender based 
harassment and violence, discriminaCon, health and safety at work (equally, in no parCcular 
order). 
 
 
 
Complaints, grievances and viola%ons 
 
The Supplier will maintain an effecCve mechanism to allow workers to make complaints 
without a risk of reprisal in any form, at any Cme. 
 
SuggesCons/complaints boxes should be maintained in easily accessible places throughout 
the premises. They should be locked and secure. The boxes should be frequently opened by 
and/or in the presence of elected worker representaCves, and all content recorded on file. 
 
All complaints received either through the complaints boxes, or by other means, whether 
wri]en or verbal, should be recorded and passed on to the Complaints And Grievance 
Commi]ee. The commi]ee should be democraCcally elected in a ballot of all the workers; 
the names and posiCons of the members should be posted for all workers to see; the 
commi]ee should meet regularly, and the meeCngs should be minuted. 
 
In addiCon, the Buyer will supply posters to be placed throughout the factory premises, 
informing workers of a free telephone complaints helpline, answered by independent third-
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party complaint handlers, anonymously, in naCve languages. The received complaints will be 
passed on to the Buyer, protecCng the idenCty of the complainant if required or requested. 
The Buyer will iniCate acCon to establish grounds for the complaint, and assist with 
remediaCon. 
 
 
 
Confiden%ality, data protec%on and intellectual property 
 
Both parCes are bound by mutual confidenCality and non-disclosure agreements, general 
data protecCon laws and regulaCons, trademarks, copyrights, and other intellectual property 
rights. 
 
 
 
Code of labour prac%ces 
 
We understand this document as basis to establish a common understanding of Responsible 
Business (OECD Guiding Principles), the Bill of Human Rights and specifically the Fair Wear 
principles. 
 

1. Employment is freely chosen - There shall be no use of forced, including bonded or 
prison, labour. (ILO ConvenCons 29 and 105). 

2. Freedom of associaCon and the right to collecCve bargaining - The right of all workers 
to form and join trade unions and bargain collecCvely shall be recognised. (ILO 
ConvenCons 87 and 98). The company shall, in those situaCons in which the right to 
freedom of associaCon and collecCve bargaining are restricted under law, facilitate 
parallel means of independent and free associaCon and bargaining for all workers. 
Workers’ representaCves shall not be the subject of discriminaCon and shall have 
access to all workplaces necessary to carry out their representaCon funcCons. (ILO 
ConvenCon 135 and RecommendaCon 143). 

3. There is no discriminaCon in employment - Recruitment, wage policy, admi]ance to 
training programmes, employee promoCon policy, policies of employment 
terminaCon, reCrement, and any other aspect of the employment relaConship shall 
be based on the principle of equal opportuniCes, regardless of race, colour, sex, 
religion, poliCcal affiliaCon, union membership, naConality, social origin, deficiencies 
or handicaps (ILO ConvenCons 100 and 111). 

4. No exploitaCon of child labour - There shall be no use of child labour. The age for 
admission to employment shall not be less than the age of compleCon of compulsory 
schooling and, in any case, not less than 15 years.” (ILO ConvenCon 138) “There shall 
be no forms of slavery or pracCces similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking 
of children, debt bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory labour. […] 
Children [in the age of 15-18] shall not perform work which, by its nature or the 
circumstances in which it is carried out, is likely to harm their health, safety or 
morals.” (ILO ConvenCon 182). 

5. Payment of living wage - Wages and benefits paid for a standard working week shall 
meet at least legal or industry minimum standards and always be sufficient to meet 
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basic needs of workers and their families and to provide some discreConary income. 
(ILO ConvenCons 26 and 131). DeducCons from wages for disciplinary measures shall 
not be permi]ed nor shall any deducCons from wages not provided for by naConal 
law be permi]ed. DeducCons shall never consCtute an amount that will lead the 
employee to receive less than the minimum wage. Employees shall be adequately 
and clearly informed about the specificaCons of their wages including wage rates and 
pay period. 

6. Reasonable hours of work - Hours of work shall comply with applicable laws and 
industry standards. In any event, workers shall not on a regular basis be required to 
work in excess of 48 hours per week and shall be provided with at least one day off 
for every seven-day period. OverCme shall be voluntary, shall not exceed 12 hours 
per week, shall not be demanded on a regular basis and shall always be 
compensated at a premium rate. (ILO ConvenCon 1). 

7. Safe and healthy working condiCons - A safe and hygienic working environment shall 
be provided, and best occupaConal health and safety pracCce shall be promoted, 
bearing in mind the prevailing knowledge of the industry and of any specific hazards. 
Appropriate a]enCon shall be paid to occupaConal hazards specific to this branch of 
the industry and assure that a safe and hygienic work environment is provided for. 
EffecCve regulaCons shall be implemented to prevent accidents and minimise health 
risks as much as possible (following ILO ConvenCon 155). Physical abuse, threats of 
physical abuse, unusual punishments or discipline, sexual and other harassment, and 
inCmidaCon by the employer is strictly prohibited. 

8. Legally binding employment relaConship - ObligaCons to employees under labour or 
social security laws and regulaCons arising from the regular employment relaConship 
shall not be avoided through the use of labour-only contracCng arrangements, or 
through apprenCceship schemes where there is no real intent to impart skills or 
provide regular employment. Younger workers shall be given the opportunity to 
parCcipate in educaCon and training programmes. 

 
 
 
Human rights due diligence framework  
 
Key steps that companies should take to prevent, manage, and miCgate human rights abuses 
in their own operaCons and supply chains.  
 

o Review country risks.  
o Map supply chains and services and prioriCse.  
o IdenCfy risks to workers by sector, nature of work, type of worker, employment 

relaConships and labour market dynamics. 
o IdenCfy direct and indirect causes and impacts. 
o Review HR systems, contracCng and recruitment. 
o Assess workers’ ability to access rights to freedom of associaCon and collecCve 

bargaining. 
o Rank risks by severity and degree of responsibility. 
o Analyse the data, idenCfy next acCons and process. 
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Signed by and on behalf of 
 
The Supplier 
 

 The Buyer  

Name 
 

[xxxx] Name [xxxx] 

PosiCon 
 

[xxxx] PosiCon [xxxx] 

Signature 
 
 
 
 

[xxxx] Signature [xxxx] 

 
 


